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ACCUMULATION OF COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A CLASS
OF ANALYTIC OPERATOR FUNCTIONS
CHRISTIAN ENGSTRO¨M AND AXEL TORSHAGE
Abstract. For analytic operator functions, we prove accumulation of branches
of complex eigenvalues to the essential spectrum. Moreover, we show minimal-
ity and completeness of the corresponding system of eigenvectors and associ-
ated vectors. These results are used to prove sufficient conditions for eigen-
value accumulation to the poles and to infinity of rational operator functions.
Finally, an application of electromagnetic field theory is given.
1. Introduction
In recent years quantitative information on the discrete spectrum of non-self-
adjoint operators has gained considerable interest [AAD01, LS09, Fra11, Han13,
FLS16]. In particularly, Pavlov’s influential papers on accumulation of complex
eigenvalues to the essential spectrum of Schro¨dinger operators with non-selfadjoint
Robin boundary conditions [Pav66, Pav67, Pav68] have been extended to magnetic
Schro¨dinger operators [Sam17] and to Schro¨dinger operators with a complex po-
tential [Bo¨g17]. Importantly, the potential will in some cases also depend on time
[RS04] and differential operators with time dependent coefficients are common in
e.g. electromagnetics [Ces96] and viscoelasticity [SP80]. In these cases, theory for
operator functions with a non-linear dependence of the spectral parameter is used
to determine the spectral properties. Krein & Langer [KL78] proved for selfadjoint
quadratic operator polynomials λ ´ A ´ λ2B with real numerical range, sufficient
conditions for eigenvalue accumulation in terms of the numerical range of A and
the numerical range of B. More recently, selfadjoint operator functions with real
eigenvalues have been studied extensively [LMM06, C¸ol08, LMM12, LS16, ELT17].
Still, there have been very few results on accumulation of complex eigenvalues of
operator functions with the notable exception [APT02] that proved accumulation
of eigenvalues for a quadratic operator polynomial from elasticity theory.
In this paper, we study polynomial and rational operator functions. These types
of functions share spectral properties with a linear non-selfadjoint operator called
the linearized operator. However, since in non-trivial cases the linearized operator
is not a relatively compact perturbation of a selfadjoint operator, the known results
for non-selfadjoint operators can not be used to prove accumulation of eigenvalues.
Therefore, we will explore factorization results for holomorphic operator functions
[Mar88, Chapter III]. We extend theory based on those factorization results with
the aim to provide sufficient conditions for eigenvalue accumulation of a class of
unbounded rational operator functions. A major difficulty is that in theory based
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on the factorization of operator polynomials one must know specific properties of
the numerical range to prove accumulation of eigenvalues. The main contribution
of [APT02] is that they for the particular quadratic operator polynomial prove the
existence of a bounded part of the numerical range that is separated from rest
of the numerical range. In [ET17a], we proposed a new type of enclosure of the
numerical range that can be used to determine the number of components of the
numerical range. Importantly, it is much easier to determine the number of com-
ponents of this enclosure than to directly determine the number of components of
the numerical range. Therefore, the new enclosure of the numerical range is used to
prove accumulation of eigenvalues, and to prove completeness of the corresponding
system of eigenvectors and associated vectors.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic notation
and definitions used in the paper.
In Section 3, we consider for a class of bounded analytic operator functions
minimality and completeness of the set of eigenvectors and associated vectors cor-
responding to a branch of eigenvalues. In particular, we generalize [Mar88, Theorem
22.13] to cases with a spectral divisor of order larger than one. Our main results
are Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.10.
In Section 4, we study rational operator functions whose values are Fredholm
operators. The main results are Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.8, which utilize the
results presented in Section 3 to show accumulation of complex eigenvalues to the
poles and to complex infinity.
In Section 5, we take advantage of the enclosure of the numerical range intro-
duced in [ET17a] and study a particular class of unbounded rational operator func-
tions in detail. The main results are Theorem 5.13, Theorem 5.14, and Theorem
5.19 that state explicit sufficient conditions for accumulation of complex eigenval-
ues to the poles, and completeness of the corresponding set of eigenvectors and
associated vectors.
In Section 6, we apply our abstract results to a rational operator function with
applications in electromagnetic field theory.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the notation and the operator theoretic framework
used in the rest of the paper.
Throughout this paper is H a separable Hilbert space with inner product x¨, ¨y
and norm } ¨ }. Let LpHq denote the collection of closed linear operators on H
and denote by σpAq the spectrum of A P LpHq. The essential spectrum σesspAq
is defined as the subset of σpAq where A ´ λ is not a Fredholm operator and the
discrete spectrum σdiscpAq is the set of all isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity.
Moreover, the sets σppAq, σcpAq, and σrpAq are the point-, continuous-, and residual
spectrum, respectively. With ranA we denote the range of A and kerA denotes the
kernel of A. Further if A is unbounded we let domA denote the domain of A.
Let BpHq and KpHq denote the spaces of bounded and compact operators, re-
spectively. The Schatten-von Neumann class is defined as
SppHq :“
#
A P KpHq :
8ÿ
i“1
sipAqp ă 8
+
,
where sipAq are the singular values (s-numbers) of A and 1 ď p ă 8.
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Assume that H “ H1 ‘H0 is the orthogonal sum of two Hilbert spaces and let
Πi : HÑ H, i “ 0, 1 be the orthogonal projection on Hi. Then, the inner product
on Hi is x¨, ¨yHi “ xVi¨, Vi¨y, where Vi˚ : HÑ Hi is defined by the partial isometry
(2.1) Vi˚ u “
"
u, u P Hi
0, u P HKi ,
which implies Vi˚ Vi “ IHi and ViVi˚ “ Πi. Let A P BpHq, then A P BpH1 ‘H0q
has the block operator matrix representation
(2.2) A “
„
V1˚ AV1 V1˚ AV0
V0˚ AV1 V0˚ AV0

.
An operator function T : C Ñ LpHq with domain domT is defined on a set
C Ă C and take values in LpHq. The spectrum of T is defined as
(2.3) σpT q :“ tλ P C : 0 P σpT pλqqu
and λ P C is called an eigenvalue of T if there exists an u P domT zt0u such that
T pλqu “ 0. Let P : C Ñ BpHq denote an analytic operator function and assume
that for some λ P C there are tuium´1i“0 P H such that
jÿ
i“0
1
i!
P piqpλquj´i “ 0, j “ 0, . . . ,m´ 1.
Then tuium´1i“0 is said to be a Jordan chain of length m at λ, [Mar88, §11].
In the paper we will use the concepts of equivalence for bounded operator func-
tions. The bounded operator functions P : C Ñ BpHq and R : C Ñ BpHq are called
equivalent on C Ă C if there exist bounded operators Epλq and F pλq invertible for
all λ P C such that P pλq “ EpλqRpλqF pλq, λ P C. Let IH0 denote the identity
operator on H0 Ă H. If R and C ‘ IH0 are equivalent on C, then R is said to be
equivalent to C on C after extension, [GKL78, ET17b].
Let P be a bounded operator polynomial, then the bounded operator polynomial
R is called a spectral divisor of order k if there exists a bounded operator polynomial
Q : CÑ BpHq such that
(2.4) P pλq “ QpλqRpλq “
˜
M´kÿ
i“0
λiQi
¸˜
λk `
k´1ÿ
i“0
λiRi
¸
,
where, σpRq “ ΓX σpP q and σpQq Ă CzΓ for some open Γ Ă C. Note that if R is
a spectral divisor of P , then R is equivalent to P on Γ. If k “ 1, the operator ´R0
is called a spectral root of P on Γ.
The numerical range of an operator function T : C Ñ LpHq with domain domT
is the set
(2.5) W pT q :“ tλ P C : Du P domT pλqzt0u, xT pλqu, uy “ 0u,
which is disconnected in general.
3. Bounded analytic operator functions
Consider the bounded operator function P : CÑ BpHq defined as
(3.1) P pλq :“
Mÿ
i“0
λiPi, P0 “ pIH `KqH, Pk “ IH ` rK,
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whereM P NYt8u, k P N, and k ďM . Assume thatK, rK, and Pi for i “ 1, . . . k´1
are compact and P has a spectral divisor R of order k on some open set Γ Ă C
with 0 P Γ. Further H P SppHq is normal and has its spectrum located on a finite
number of rays from the origin.
Lemma 3.1. Let R denote the spectral divisor of order k of P . Then Ri is compact
for i “ 0, . . . , k ´ 1 and R0 can be written in the form R0 “ pIH ` pKqH for some
compact pK. Furthermore, IH ` pK is invertible if and only if IH `K is invertible
and
(3.2)
ič
j“0
kerPj Ă kerRi.
Proof. In the proof, we consider the equality P pλq “ QpλqRpλq, λ P C term-wise.
From the assumptions follow σpQq X Γ “ H and thus 0 R σpQq, which implies that
(3.3)
R0 “ Q´10 P0,
R1 “ Q´10 pP1 ´Q1R0q ,
R2 “ Q´10 pP2 ´Q1R1 ´Q2R0q ,
...
Rk´1 “ Q´10
´
Pk´1 ´řk´1i“1 QiRk´1´i¯ ,
Q0 “ IH ` rK ´řki“1QiRk´i.
Since Pi is compact for i “ 0, . . . , k´1, it follows from (3.3) that Ri, i “ 0, . . . , k´1
are compact and that the inclusion (3.2) holds. This yields that Q0 is the sum of
the identity operator and a compact operator, which implies Q´10 “ IH`K 1 where
K 1 is compact, and thus
R0 “ pIH `K 1qpIH `KqH “ pIH ` pKqH.
Finally the invertibility of IH `K 1 implies that IH ` pK is invertible if and only if
IH `K is invertible. 
Set H0 :“ kerH, H1 :“ HKH0, and let Vi for i “ 0, 1 denote the partial isometry
(2.1). Since H is a normal operator that vanish on H0, the operator H P BpH1‘H0q
has the representation
(3.4) H “
„
H1 0
0 0

“
„
V1˚ HV1 0
0 0

,
where H1 P SppH1q is normal and kerH1 “ t0u. In the following we use the notation
(3.5) IH1 `K1 “ V1˚ Q´10 pIH `KqV1,
where K1 is compact. Moreover, the block operator matrix representation of the
spectral divisor R : CÑ BpH1 ‘H0q.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that the operators in (3.1) satisfy kerH Ă kerPi for all
i “ 1, . . . , k´ 1. Then the spectral divisor R is equivalent to C :“ V1˚ RV1 on Czt0u
after extension and C can be written in the form
(3.6) Cpλq :“ λk `
k´1ÿ
i“0
λiCi, C0 “ pIH1 `K1qH1,
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where Ci is compact for i “ 0, . . . , k´ 1 and IH1 `K1 is given by (3.5). Moreover,
H1 P SppH1q is a normal operator with kerH1 “ t0u and σpH1q is located on a
finite number of rays from the origin.
Proof. By the assumption that kerH Ă kerPi for all i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1, it follows
from (3.2) that kerH Ă kerRi for all i “ 1, . . . , k´1. Hence, the operator function
R on H1 ‘H0 has the representation
(3.7) Rpλq :“
«
λk `řk´1i“0 λiV1˚ RiV1řk´1
i“0 λiV0˚ RiV1 λk
ff
“
„
Cpλqřk´1
i“0 λiDi λk

.
Then the identity
(3.8)
„
Cpλq 0řk´1
i“0 λiDi λk

“
„
Cpλq 0
0 IH0
 „
IH1 0řk´1
i“0 λiDi λk

,
implies that C is equivalent to R after extension. Since V1˚ V1 is the identity on H1,
the representation (3.6) follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Corollary 3.3. Assume that the operators in (3.1) satisfy kerH Ă kerPi for all
i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1. Then λ P σpP q X Γzt0u if and only if λ P σpCqzt0u. Further
tuium´1i“0 is a Jordan chain of Cpλq of order m at λ P Γzt0u if and only if tvium´1i“0
is a Jordan chain of P pλq of order m, where Di is given by (3.7) and
(3.9) vi “ ui ´
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
j!
˜
k´1ÿ
l“0
pk ` j ´ 1´ lq!
pk ´ 1´ lq! λ
l´k´jDl
¸
ui´j .
Proof. Since R is a spectral divisor of P on Γ, it follows that λ P σpP q X Γzt0u if
and only if λ P σpRqzt0u. The correspondence of the Jordan chains follows from
[KVL92, Proposition 1.2]. Using the equivalence (3.8) it can then be shown that
tuium´1i“0 is a Jordan chain of Cpλq if and only if tvium´1i“0 is a Jordan chain of Rpλq
where
vi “
»– ui´řij“0 p´1qjj!
ˆřk´1
l“0
pk ` j ´ 1´ lq!
pk ´ 1´ lq! λ
l´k´jDl
˙
ui´j
fifl ,
which is (3.9) represented in H1 ‘H0. 
Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 imply that if the polynomial (3.1) has a spec-
tral divisor, then we can obtain its spectral properties from C, which has suitable
properties.
Remark 3.4. In the important special case k “ 1, the operator Z :“ ´R0 is a
spectral root of P . Then the operator function P shares spectrum with the operator
Z on Γzt0u, which simplifies the expression of the Jordan chains (3.9) to
vi “ ui ´
iÿ
j“0
p´1qj
λj`1
D0ui´j .
Lemma 3.5. Assume that the operators in (3.1) satisfy kerH Ă kerPiXker rK for
all i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1. Let C denote the polynomial (3.6). Then, IH1 ` V1˚ KV1 is
invertible if and only if IH1 `K1 is invertible.
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Proof. From the representation of Q0 in (3.3) and (3.7) it follows that Q0 P BpH1‘
H0q can be written in the form
Q0 “
„
IH1 ´Kp1q
´Kp2q IH0

,
where Kp1q and Kp2q are compact operators. Since Q0 is invertible by definition,
IH1 ´Kp1q is invertible and as a consequence
Q´10 “
„ pIH1 ´Kp1qq´1
Kp2qpIH1 ´Kp1qq´1 IH0

.
The operator P0 P BpH1 ‘H0q has the representation
P0 “ pIH `KqH “
„pIH1 ` V1˚ KV1qH1 0
V0˚ KV1H1 0

and from the block operator matrix representations of Q´10 and of P0 we obtain
C0 “ V1˚ Q´10 P0V1 “ pIH1 ´Kp1qq´1pIH1 ` V1˚ KV1qH1 “ pIH1 `K1qH1,
where K1 is compact. If IH1 ` V1˚ KV1 is invertible, then IH1 ` K1 is clearly
invertible. 
Lemma 3.6. Assume the operators in (3.1) satisfies kerH Ă kerPi for all i “
1, . . . , k´ 1 and K “ 0. Let C denote the operator polynomial (3.6). If H0 “ H or
IH0 ` V0˚ rKV0 is invertible then, IH1 `K1 is invertible.
Proof. If H0 “ H, then IH1 `K1 “ Q´10 , which is an invertible operator.
If H0 ‰ H, then from (3.1), (3.3), and the assumptions kerH Ă kerPi, i “
1, . . . , k ´ 1 it follows that
V0˚ Q0V0 “ V0˚
˜
IH ` rK ´ kÿ
i“1
QiRk´i
¸
V0 “ IH0 ` V0˚ rKV0,
which is invertible by assumption. The operator
S :“ V1˚ Q0V1 ´ V1˚ Q0V0pV0˚ Q0V0q´1V0˚ Q0V1,
is a Schur complement of Q0 P BpH1 ‘ H0q and S´1 is bounded since Q0 and
V0˚ Q0V0 are invertible. Hence, Q
´1
0 has for some bounded operators X, Y , and Z
a block respresentaion in the form
Q´10 “
„
S´1 X
Y Z

“
„
V1˚ Q
´1
0 V1 V1˚ Q
´1
0 V0
V0˚ Q
´1
0 V1 V0˚ Q
´1
0 V0

.
From the assumption K “ 0 and (3.5) follows then that V1˚ Q´10 V1 “ IH1 `K1 “
S´1 is invertible. 
Lemma 3.7. Assume that IH1 `K1 is invertible. Then 0 P σcpCq if and only if
dimH1 “ 8.
Proof. For dimH1 ă 8 follows 0 R σpCq trivially. Assume that dimH1 “ 8, then
0 P σpCqzσppCq and we will therefore show that 0 R σrpCq. It can be seen that
C˚p0q “ H1˚ pIH1 `K1˚ q.
Then IH1 `K1˚ is invertible and since H1 is normal with trivial kernel the operator
H1˚ has a trivial kernel. This implies that C
˚p0q has a trivial kernel and thus
0 R σrpCq. 
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Proposition 3.8. Let P be defined as in (3.1) and assume that kerH Ă kerPi
for all i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1. Moreover, let R denote the spectral divisor of order k on
some Γ Ă C, with 0 P Γ. Define H0 :“ kerH, H1 :“ HKH0, and Vi as in (2.1).
Let C “ V1˚ RV1 denote the operator polynomial (3.6) and assume that IH1 `K1 is
invertible.
If dimH ă 8 and H0 “ H then σpP q X Γ “ σpCq. If dimH “ 8 or H0 ‰
H then σpP q X Γ “ t0u Y σpCq. The Jordan chains of order m corresponding
to the eigenvalues in σpP q X Γzt0u are given by (3.9), where tuium´1i“0 gives the
corresponding Jordan chain to C. Moreover, the eigenvectors of P p0q form a basis
in H0 and the Jordan chains are of length 1.
Proof. Since R is a spectral divisor of P , Lemma 3.2 implies that C is equivalent
to R after extension on Γzt0u. For the point zero it follows by definition that any
vector in w P H0 is an eigenvector of P p0q. Hence, it is sufficient to show that w
is not an associated vector of P p0q if w R H0. Assume v P H0, u P H1, and that
w :“ u` v is an eigenvector of P p0q. Then
(3.10) 0 “ P p0qw “ pIH `KqHu “ 0.
From (3.5) follows
pIH1 `K1qH1u “ V1˚ Q´10 pIH1 `KqV1H1u,
where V1H1u “ Hu since u P H1. Hence, the invertibility of IH1 `K1, KerH1 “
t0u, and (3.10) imply that u “ 0 and hence w P H0. We will now show that all
Jordan chains are of length one. Assume tui ` viu1i“0 is a Jordan chain of length
two of P p0q, where u0, u1 P H1 and v0, v1 P H2. Then u0` v0 is an eigenvector and
thus u0 “ 0. Hence, from definition of a Jordan chain
P p0qpu1 ` v1q ` P 1p0qv0 “ pIH `KqHu1 ` P1v0 “ 0.
If k ą 1 then kerH Ă kerP1 and thus P1v0 “ 0, which implies that u1 ` v1 is an
eigenvector of P p0q. If k “ 1 then P1 “ IH ` rK and (3.3) implies
(3.11) pIH `KqHu1 ` pQ0 `Q1R0q v0 “ pIH `KqV1H1u1 `Q0v0 “ 0.
By multiplying (3.11) with V1˚ Q
´1
0 we conclude that pIH1 `K1qH1u1 “ 0 and thus
u1 “ 0, which yields that u1 ` v1 is an eigenvector of P p0q. 
We are now ready to prove the main results of minimality and completeness of the
set of eigenvectors and associated vectors, corresponding to a branch of eigenvalues
of P as well as accumulation of eigenvalues to the origin.
Theorem 3.9. Let P be defined as (3.1) with k “ 1 and let ´R0 denote the spectral
root on some open set Γ Ă C with 0 P Γ. Define H0 :“ kerH, H1 :“ HKH0, and
Vi as in (2.1). Assume that the operator IH1 `K1 defined in (3.5) is invertible and
that the spectra of H is located on a finite number of rays from the origin.
Then, the set of eigenvectors and associated vectors corresponding to the eigen-
values of P in Γ are complete and minimal in H.
Proof. Since P0 is compact the minimality of the set of eigenvectors and associated
vectors corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues of P in Γ is the result of [Mar88,
Theorem 22.13 a]. From Corollary 3.3 none of the eigenvectors of P p0q is an eigen-
vector or an associated vector of P pλq for λ ‰ 0. These vectors form a basis in
H0, which implies that minimality extends to the set of eigenvectors and associated
vectors corresponding to all eigenvalues in Γ.
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From Proposition 3.8 and that all vectors v P H0 are eigenvectors of P p0q it
follows that the completeness result holds for P if the set of eigenvectors and
associated vector of ´C0 is complete in H1. From Lemma 3.2 it follows that
C0 “ pIH1 `K1qH1, kerH1 “ t0u and the spectra of H1 is located on a finite num-
ber of rays (since it coincides with the spectra of H outside 0). The completeness
of the set of eigenvectors and associated vectors for ´C0 is then equivalent to the
statement of [Mar88, Theorem 4.2]. 
Theorem 3.10. Let P be defined as (3.1) with k ě 1 and let R denote the spectral
divisor of order k on some Γ Ă C with 0 P Γ. Define H0 :“ kerH, H1 :“ HKH0,
and Vi as in (2.1). Assume that the operator IH1 `K1 defined in (3.5) is invertible
and that the spectra of H is located on a finite number of rays from the origin.
Then, the origin is an accumulation point of a branch of eigenvalues if dimH1 “
8. Moreover, if dimH1 ă 8 and kerH Ă kerPi for i “ 1, . . . , k´1 then the number
of eigenvalues (repeated according to multiplicity) in Γzt0u is k dimH1.
Proof. Lemma 3.1 yields that it is sufficient to prove accumulation of eigenvalues
to 0 of R. Assume that dimH1 “ 8 and define for z P C the compact operator
(3.12) pRpzq :“ ´R0 ´ k´1ÿ
i“1
ziRi.
Theorem 3.9 implies that zero is an accumulation point of eigenvalues of pRp0q. Let
the sequence tλˆnp0qu8n“1 denote the branch of accumulating eigenvalues, repeated
according to its multiplicity and ordered non-increasingly in norm. Since pRpzq
is compact it follows from [DS88, Lemma 5, XI.9.5] that there exist eigenvalues
tλˆnpzqu8n“1 such that λˆnpzq Ñ λˆnp0q, z Ñ 0.
Define for |z| ą 0 the operator rRpzq :“ pRpzqz´k and let ωnpzq :“ λˆnpzqz´k
denote its eigenvalues. From the triangle inequality
(3.13) |ωnpzq| ě |λˆnp0q| ´ |λˆnpzq ´ λˆnp0q||z|k
and the continuity of the eigenvalues follows that |ωnpzq| ą 1 for z small enough.
Define for fixed |z| the function
fnptq :“ λˆnp|z|e
itq
|z|keikt , t P r0, 2pis.
From (3.13) follows that for z small enough the closed curve fn rotates k times
around 1. Moreover, } rRpzq} Ñ 0, |z| Ñ 8 implies ωnpzq Ñ 0 as |z| Ñ 8. Hence,
from continuity of ωn and that the curve fn rotates around one for small |z| it
follows that ωnpzq “ 1 for some z. But then is λˆnpzq “ zk an eigenvalue of pRpzq,
which implies that z is an eigenvalue of R.
We have shown that for any n there exists a non-zero eigenvalue of R. Therefore,
there exists an infinite sequence tλnu8n“1 Ă σpRq of eigenvalues of finite multiplici-
ties that accumulate to zero.
Now assume that dimH1 ă 8 and kerH Ă kerPi, i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1 then Propo-
sition 3.8 yields that R and C have the same eigenvalues in Czt0u with the same
multiplicities. Furthermore, since dimH1 ă 8 and that 0 is not an eigenvalue of C
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it follows that 0 R σpCq. Additionally, the eigenvalues coincide with the eigenval-
ues of the companion block linearization, [Mar88, Lemma 12.5], which is a linear
operator of dimension k dimH1. 
4. Rational operator functions
Let A be a selfadjoint operator such that 0 R σesspAq and assume that α1 ă
inf W pAq for some α1 P R. Take N,M1, . . . ,Mn P N and let Bi,j P LpHq for
i P t1, . . . , Nu, j P t1, . . . ,Miu, where Bi,j are relatively compact to A. Further,
let Si, i P t0, . . . ,M0u with M0 P N Y t0u denote operators relatively compact to
A. Let τi,j be complex polynomials of degree less than j and let δi P C. Define the
closed rational operator function T : Cztδ1, . . . , δNu Ñ LpHq as
(4.1) T pωq :“ A`
M0ÿ
i“0
ωiSi `
Nÿ
i“1
Miÿ
j“1
τi,jpωq
pω ´ δiqjBi,j ,
with domT pωq “ domA and ρpT q ‰ H. Without loss of generality, we assume
that δi are distinct and τi,jpδiq ‰ 0.
The claims in Lemma 4.1 and in Lemma 4.2 are standard results for Fredholm-
valued operator functions [Mar88, §20] formulated in our setting. For convenience
of the reader we provide short proofs.
Lemma 4.1. The spectra of (4.1) consists of discrete eigenvalues with δ1, . . . , δN
and 8 as their only possible accumulation points.
Proof. Since 0 R σesspAq there is a selfadjoint finite rank operator K such that
0 R σpA`Kq. Clearly Bi,j and Si are relatively compact to A`K. Since ρpT q ‰ H
and ranppA`Kq´1q “ domA, the result follows directly from [Mar88, Lemma 20.1,
Lemma 20.2]. 
Lemma 4.2. Let T denote the closed operator function (4.1) and define the bounded
operator function
(4.2) pP pωq “ pA´ α1q´ 12T pωqpA´ α1q´ 12 Nź
i“1
pω ´ δiqMi ,
which can be extended to an operator polynomial pP : CÑ BpHq. Then
σp pP qztδ1, . . . , δNu “ σdiscp pP qztδ1, . . . , δNu “ σdiscpT q “ σpT q,
and
W p pP qztδ1, . . . δNu “W pT q.
Further, tuiuj´1i“0 is a Jordan chain of length j for ω P σdiscp pP q if and only if
tpA ´ α1q´ 12uiuj´1i“0 is a Jordan chain of length j for ω P σdiscpT q. Moreover,
the zeros of x pP pωqu, uy and of xT pωqpA ´ α1q´ 12u, pA ´ α1q´ 12uy coincide for all
u P dompA 12 q.
Proof. Define pT pωq :“ pA ´ α1q´ 12T pωqpA ´ α1q´ 12 . Lemma 4.1 yields that the
spectrum of T is discrete. Hence, since pT pωq is a compact perturbation of T pωqpA´
α1q´1 it follows from [Mar88, Lemma 20.1] that pT has also has discrete spectrum
in Cztδ1, . . . , δNu. The result then follows by straight forward computations. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let pP denote the operator polynomial (4.2) and define pBi,j :“ pA´
α1q´ 12Bi,jpA´α1q´ 12 for i P t1, . . . , Nu, j P t1, . . . ,Miu. Set λl :“ ω´δl and define
the operator polynomial
(4.3) P plqpλlq :“
pP pωqś
iPt1,...Nuztlupδl ´ δiqMi
.
Then P plq satisfies the conditions
(4.4)
P
plq
i “ τl,Ml´ipδlq pBl,Ml´i `ři´1j“0 xi,j pBl,Ml´j , for i ăMl,
P
plq
Ml
“ I ` pA´ α1q´ 12 pα1 `XqpA´ α1q´ 12 ,
where xi,j P C and X is a linear combination of the operators pBi,j and pA ´
α1q´ 12SlpA´ α1q´ 12 , l P t0, . . . ,M0u.
Proof. This can be seen from straight forward computations. 
Corollary 4.4. Let T denote (4.1) and let P plq denote the operator polynomial
(4.3). Then
σpP plqqztδ1 ´ δl, . . . , δN ´ δlu “ tω ´ δl : ω P σpT qu,
and
W pP plqqztδ1 ´ δl, . . . , δN ´ δlu “ tω ´ δl : ω PW pT qu.
Further, tuiuj´1i“0 is a Jordan chain of length j for ω ´ δl P σdiscpP plqq if and only
if tpA´ α1q´ 12uiuj´1i“0 is a Jordan chain of length j for ω P σdiscpT q. Moreover, the
roots of xP plqpω´δjqu, uy and the zeros of xT pωqpA´α1q´ 12u, pA´α1q´ 12uy coincide
for all u P dompA 12 q.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.5. Let T be defined as (4.1). Assume that for some j P t1, . . . , Nu
there is a simply connected open bounded set pΓl Ă C such that δl P pΓl, δj R pΓl
for j ‰ l and BpΓl XW pT q “ H. Additionally assume that pΓl is a disk if ml ą 1.
Then there is a spectral divisor of order ml of the operator polynomial (4.3) on
Γ :“ tω ´ δl : ω P pΓlu and 0 P Γ.
Proof. By definition Γ is bounded, 0 P Γ, and δj ´ δl R Γ for j P t1, . . . , Nuztlu.
Then Corollary 4.4 yields that BΓXW pP plqq “ H, which implies that
inf
uPH |xP
plqpλqu, uy| ą 0 for λ P BΓ.
From the definition of P plq it follows that
xP plqpλqu, uy “ λMl
ź
iPt1,...,Nuztlu
pλ` δl ´ δiqMi
pδl ´ δiqMi ` υupλq,
where υupλq is a polynomial whose coefficients depend on pA´ α1q´ 12u. Since A is
unbounded there is a sequence tuiu8i“1 P H such that pA ´ α1q´ 12ui Ñ 0. Hence,
the finite roots of limiÑ8xP˘pλqui, uiy are δl ´ δj with multiplicity Mj for all
j P t1, . . . , Nu. Continuity then yields that there are exactly Ml roots in Γ. Hence,
[Mar88, Theorem 26.19 and Theorem 26.13] yield that we have a spectral divisor
for xl “ 1 and for xl ą 1, respectively. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let T denote the operator function (4.1) and assume that Bl,Ml for
some l P t1, . . . , Nu is selfadjoint with pA´ α1q´ 12Bl,MlpA´ α1q´ 12 P SppHq.
(i) Assume that Ml “ 1 and that A is sufficiently large. Then there is a branch
of eigenvalues accumulating at δl if and only if HK kerBl,Ml is infinite
dimensional. Let H0 :“ kerpA´α1q´ 12Bl,MlpA´α1q´ 12 and let H1 :“ HKH0
denote the Hilbert spaces with the inner products x¨, ¨yHi “ xVi¨, Vi¨y, where
Vi is defined in (2.1). Assume that tuju is the set of eigenvectors and
associated vectors corresponding to the branch of eigenvalues accumulating
at δl. Then the set tV1˚ pA´ α1q 12uju is complete and minimal in H1.
(ii) Assume that Ml ą 1 and A is sufficiently large. Then if HK kerBl,Ml
is infinite dimensional there is a branch of eigenvalues accumulating at
δl. If HK kerBl,Ml is not infinite dimensional and kerBl,Ml Ă kerBl,i for
i “ 1, . . . ,Ml´1, then there are Ml dimHK kerBl,Ml eigenvalues, counting
multiplicity, corresponding to the branch of eigenvalues.
Proof. Corollary 4.4 shows that the spectrum of T is determined by the spectrum
of P plq. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 it follows that if A is large enough
then there is a component of W pP plqq that is contained in some open bounded set
Γ Ă C with 0 P Γ and there are Ml roots of xP plqpλqu, uy for all λ P Γ, where Γ is a
disk if Ml ą 1. Then similarly as in Lemma 4.5 it follows that P plq has a spectral
divisor of order Ml in Γ. From Lemma 4.3 we obtain
P
plq
0 “ τl,MlpδlqpA´ α1q´
1
2Bl,MlpA´ α1q´ 12 ,
which is a normal operator with spectrum on a ray from the origin and P
plq
i , i “
0, . . . ,Ml ´ 1 are compact. Moreover, if kerBl,Ml Ă kerBl,i, i “ 1, . . . ,Ml ´ 1
then kerP
plq
0 Ă kerP plqi for i “ 1, . . . ,Ml ´ 1. If A is unbounded, then pA ´ α1q´1
is compact, otherwise since A is sufficiently large, α1 can be chosen to 0. Hence,
in both cases it follows that P
plq
Ml
can be written in the form I ` rK, where rK is
compact. Hence, P plq has the form of (3.1) with k “Ml and K “ 0. Let H :“ P pjq0 ,
H0 :“ kerH, H1 :“ HKH0, and let Vi denote the operator (2.1). From Lemma
4.3 and the properties of the spectral divisor given in [Mar88, Theorem 22.11 and
Theorem 24.2] it follows that for sufficiently large A, the operator IH1 `K1 defined
in (3.5) is a small perturbation of IH1 and thus invertible. The result then follows
from Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.10. 
Now accumulation of complex eigenvalues to 8 is studied and therefore we in-
troduce in Lemma 4.7 an auxiliary operator polynomial.
Lemma 4.7. Let pP denote the operator function (4.2) and set pSi :“ pA´α1q´ 12SipA´
α1q´ 12 for i P t0, . . . ,M0u. Define the operator function
rP pλq :“ λn pP pλ´1q, n “ Nÿ
i“0
Mi,
which can be extended to an operator polynomial rP : C Ñ BpHq. The coefficients
in the polynomial arerPi “ pSM0´i `ři´1j“0 xi,j pSM0´j , for i ăM0,rPM0 “ I ` pA´ α1q´ 12 pα1 `XqpA´ α1q´ 12 ,
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where xi,j P C and X is a linear combination of the operators pSi.
Proof. Follows by straight forward computations. 
Theorem 4.8. Let T denote the operator function (4.1), assume that M0 ą 0 and
SM0 is selfadjoint with pA´ α1q´ 12SM0pA´ α1q´ 12 P SppHq.
(i) Assume that M0 “ 1 and A is sufficiently large. Then there is a branch of
eigenvalues accumulating at complex 8 if and only if HK kerSM0 is infinite
dimensional. Let H0 :“ kerpA´α1q´ 12SM0pA´α1q´ 12 and let H1 :“ HKH0
denote the Hilbert spaces with the inner products x¨, ¨yHi “ xVi¨, Vi¨y, where
Vi is defined in (2.1). Assume that tuju is the set of eigenvectors and
associated vectors corresponding to the branch of eigenvalues accumulating
at 8. Then the set tV1˚ pA´ α1q 12uju is complete and minimal in H1.
(i) Assume that M0 ą 1 and A is sufficiently large. Then if HK kerSM0
is infinite dimensional there is a branch of eigenvalues accumulating at
complex 8. If HK kerSM0 is finite dimensional and kerSM0 Ă kerSi for
i “ 1, . . . ,M0 ´ 1, then there are Ml dimHK kerSM0 eigenvalues, counting
multiplicity, corresponding to the branch of eigenvalues.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 4.6, with the auxiliary
operator polynomial in Lemma 4.7. 
5. A class of rational operator functions
Let A be a selfadjoint operator with pA ´ α1q´1 P SppHq for some p ě 1 and
assume that inf W pAq ą α1, for some α1 P R. Further, let Bj , j “ 1, . . . , N be
bounded selfadjoint operators with inf W pBjq ě 0. Define the unbounded rational
operator function T : C Ñ LpHq as
(5.1)
T pωq :“ A´ω2´
Nÿ
j“1
ω2
cj ´ idjω ´ ω2Bj , C :“ tω P C :
Nź
j“1
pcj ´ idjω´ω2q ‰ 0u,
with domT pωq “ domA and cj ě 0, dj ě 0, for j P t1, . . . , Nu. Since A is bounded
from below and the operators Bj are bounded, the operator T piµq is invertible for
µ P R sufficiently large. Hence, the operator function (5.1) can be written in form
(4.1) and Theorem 4.6 implies that under certain conditions there are branches of
eigenvalues accumulating at all the poles of (5.1) for A ”sufficiently large”. Our
aim is to determine a lower bound on A that ensure that there exist components of
the numerical range of T such that Lemma 4.5 is applicable and yields a spectral
divisor. In Subsection 5.1, we use the enclosure of the numerical range introduced
in [ET17a] to derive explicit sufficient conditions for accumulation of eigenvalues
for the case N “ 1. This approach can in principle be used for N ą 1 but the
derivations would be extremely technical.
5.1. One rational term. Consider the rational operator function defined in (5.1)
for N “ 1. Let α0 :“ inf W pAq, rβ0, β1s :“W pBq and introduce the constants θ :“a
c´ d2{4, δ˘ “ ˘θ´ id{2. Then the operator function is T : Cztδ`, δ´u Ñ LpHq,
(5.2) T pωq :“ A´ ω2 ´ ω
2
c´ idω ´ ω2B.
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The case d “ 0 was studied in [ELT17] and we will therefore assume that d ą 0.
The key in our derivation of sufficient conditions for accumulation of eigenvalues
is to prove the existence of a spectral divisor, which depend on properties of the
numerical range. The enclosure of the numerical range introduced in [ET17a] is
optimal given only the numerical ranges W pAq, W(B) and it is of vital importance
for the proofs of our results. Define
(5.3) pα,βpωq :“ pα´ ω2qpc´ idω ´ ω2q ´ ω2β
and order the roots
(5.4) rn : Rˆ RÑ C, n “ 1, . . . , 4,
of pα,β such that they are continuous functions in pα, βq. The numerical range of
T is then
W pT q :“
4ď
n“1
trnpxAu, uy, xBu, uyq : u P domA, }u} “ 1u .
Since pxAu, uy, xBu, uyq P Ω :“ W pAq ˆW pBq for all u P domA with }u} “ 1 we
obtain an enclosure of W pT qztδ`, δ´u as
(5.5) WΩpT q :“
4ď
n“1
trnpα, βq : pα, βq P Ωu .
Note that in [ET17a] the set WΩpT q is defined for the Riemann sphere C instead
of C. The roots of pα,β have the poles δ`, δ´, and ˘8 as limits when α Ñ 8.
Hence, the set WΩpT q consists of four disjoint components if A is unbounded and
the lower bound α0 ą α1 is large enough. Below, we determine a lower bound on
A that ensures that there exists a bounded component of the numerical range of T
that contain a pole. The cases d ‰ 2?c and d “ 2?c are studied separately, since
we in the case d “ 2?c have a second order pole in T .
5.2. The case d ‰ 2?c. In this section we present sufficient conditions on T that
assure that Theorem 3.9 is applicable, and thus guarantee the existence of an infinite
sequence of eigenvalues accumulating to δ˘.
Lemma 5.1. Assume d ‰ 2?c and let pP denote the operator polynomial (4.2).
Define the polynomials P˘ for the poles δ˘ as in (4.3). Then
(5.6) P˘pλq :“
4ÿ
j“0
λjP˘j , λ P C,
where H˘ :“ ˘ δ2˘2θ pA´ α1q´
1
2BpA´ α1q´ 12 and
(5.7)
P˘0 :“ H˘,
P˘1 :“ I ` pα1 ´ δ2˘qpA´ α1q´1 `
2
δ˘
H˘,
P˘2 :“ ˘
1
2θ
`
I ` pα1 ´ δ2˘qpA´ α1q´1
˘´ 2δ˘pA´ α1q´1 ` 1
δ2˘
H˘,
P˘3 :“
ˆ
˘ id
2θ
´ 2
˙
pA´ α1q´1,
P˘4 :“ ¯
1
2θ
pA´ α1q´1.
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Proof. The representation follows directly from definition (4.3). 
If c “ 0 only the pole δ´ “ ´id is of interest since in this case δ` “ 0 is a
removable singularity.
Lemma 5.2. Assume d ă 2?c and let P˘ and H˘ be defined as (5.6). Set
H0 :“ kerH˘ and define V0 as in (2.1). Then V0˚ P˘1 V0 is invertible.
Proof. From (5.7) it follows that
V0˚ P
˘
1 V0 “ IH0 `
˜
α1 ´ c` d
2
2
˘ id
c
c´ d
2
4
¸
V0˚ pA´ α1q´1V0.
Since P˘1 “ I ` K˘, where K˘ is compact, it follows that if 0 P σpV0˚ P˘1 V0q
then zero is an eigenvalue. Assume 0 P σpV0˚ P˘1 V0q and that u is a corresponding
eigenvector, then
=xV0˚ P˘1 V0u, uy “ ˘d
c
c´ d
2
4
xV0˚ pA´ α1q´1V0u, uy “ 0.
Since d
a
c´ d2{4 ą 0, it follows that xV0˚ pA´ α1q´1V0u, uy “ 0 and consequently
xV0˚ P˘1 V0u, uy “ 1, which contradicts the assumptions. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume d ą 2?c and let P˘, H˘ be defined as in Lemma 5.1. Set
H0 :“ kerH˘ and define V0 as in (2.1). If α0 ą δ2˘ then V0˚ P˘1 V0 is invertible.
Proof. From (5.7) it follows that V0˚ P
˘
1 V0 “ IH0 ` pα1 ´ δ2˘qV0˚ pA ´ α1q´1V0. If
α1 ě δ˘ then V0˚ P˘1 V0 is clearly invertible. For α1 ă δ˘ the inequality }pA ´
α1q´1} ď pα0 ´ α1q´1 ă pδ˘ ´ α1q´1 holds. Hence, }pα1 ´ δ2˘qV0˚ pA´ α1q´1V0} ă 1
and thus V0˚ P
˘
1 V0 is invertible. 
To be able to utilize Theorem 3.9, we need to find a spectral root (a spectral
divisor of order 1) of P˘.
Lemma 5.4. Let T denote the operator function (5.2) and set Ω :“W pAqˆW pBq.
Assume that d ‰ 2?c and that there is a simply connected bounded open set pΓ˘ Ă C
such that δ˘ P pΓ˘, δ¯ R pΓ˘, and BpΓ˘ XWΩpT q “ H. Then there is a spectral root
of the operator polynomial (5.6) on Γ :“ tω ´ δ˘ : ω P pΓ˘u with 0 P Γ.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.5 and the property WΩpT q ĄW pT q. 
The points in the set WΩpT q defined in (5.5) depend continuously on α and we
can therefore make the following definition:
Definition 5.5. Two components of WΩpT q are said to merge if Wrα,8qˆW pBqpT q
has more components than Wrα1,8qˆW pBqpT q for all α ą α1. Assume that two
components of WΩpT q merge and let ω0 P Wrα1,8qˆW pBqpT q be a point such that
the distance to each of the merging components of Wrα,8qˆW pBqpT q for α ą α1 goes
to zero as αÑ α1. The point ω0 is then called a critical point of WΩpT q.
The goal is to find the largest α1 such that the component containing δ˘ merges
with some other component. Then the conditions of Lemma 5.4 hold for α1 ă
α0. An important property of the roots rn is that if rnpα1, β1q ‰ rmpα1, β1q then
rnpα1, β1q ‰ rmpα1, βq for all β P W pBq [ET17a, Lemma 2.8]. This implies the
following property at a critical point: if ω0 is a critical point then either there
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exists a β1 P W pBq such that ω0 is a root of multiplicity at least two of pα1,β1 or
rnpα1, β1q “ ω0 for some n P t1, 2, 3, 4u and rmpα, βq “ ω0, n ‰ m for some α ą α1
and β P W pBq. In the following we will utilize this property in the analysis of the
critical points.
Lemma 5.6. Let T denote the operator function (5.2) and let WΩpT q denote the
set (5.5). Assume that WΩpT q has a critical point ω0 P CziR. Then
α1 “ c ą d
2
16
,
d2
4
PW pBq, ω0 “ ¯
c
c´ d
2
16
´ id
4
.
Proof. From [ET17a, Proposition 2.6] it follows that for each ω P CztiR, δ`, δ´u,
ω PWΩpT q if and only if pα, βq P Ω, where pα, βq are uniquely given. Hence, if two
components of WΩpT q has a critical point ω0 P CziR then ω0 must be a double root
of pα1,β1 and the result follows from [ET17a, Lemma 2.8]. 
If α1 ě 0 and d ă 2?c then WΩpT q X iR “ H, which combined with Lemma 5.6
yields that WΩpT q has four disjoint component if W pAq Ă pc,8q or d2{4 R W pBq.
However, critical points ω0 P iR are in general much more technical to determine.
In the following, we provide a machinery for finding a proper α1 with a critical point
on iR.
Lemma 5.7. Let T be defined as in (5.2) and assume that iµ P WΩpT q for some
µ P R. Assume that α1 is the largest value such that iµ is a root of pα1,β1 for some
β1 PW pBq. Then β1 “ β0 if c` dµ` µ2 ě 0 and β1 “ β1 if c` dµ` µ2 ă 0.
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of pα,β . 
Lemma 5.8. Let pα,β be defined as in (5.3). Then iµ with µ P R is a root of at
least order 3 of pα,β if and only if α “ α˘, β “ β˘, and µ “ µ˘, where
(5.8)
α˘ “ ´4096c
3 ` 768c2d2 ` 6cd4 ` d6 ˘ap4c´ d2qp16c´ d2qp16c´ d2qp32c` d2q
54d4
,
β˘ “
4p´4c` d2q
´
p32c` d2qp´4c` d2q ˘ap4c´ d2qp16c´ d2qp16c´ d2q¯
27d4
,
µ˘ “ ´8c´ d
2 ˘ap4c´ d2qp16c´ d2q
6d
.
Proof. The ansatz that iµ is a triple root of pα,β gives a system of equations in α,
β, and µ with the stated solutions. 
Corollary 5.9. The constants β˘ defined in Lemma 5.8 satisfy the following equal-
ities,
β´ “ d
2
4
if and only if c “ d
2
16
or c “ 5d
2
16
,
β` “ d
2
4
if and only if c “ d
2
16
,
β˘ “ 0 if and only if c “ d
2
4
,
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and the inequalities
β´ ą d
2
4
if c ą 5d
2
16
,
0 ă β´ ă d
2
4
if
d2
4
ă c ă 5d
2
16
,
β` ă 0 if c ą d
2
4
.
Proof. The statements follow from straightforward calculations. 
Lemma 5.10. Let T denote the operator function (5.2) and let WΩpT q denote
the set (5.5). Assume that WΩpT q has a critical point iµ P iR. Then one of the
following properties hold:
(i) iµ is a root of order at least 2 of pα1,β1 , where β
1 “ β0 if c ` dµ ` µ2 ě 0,
and β1 “ β1 if c` dµ` µ2 ă 0.
(ii) α1 “ α´ and iµ “ iµ´ R tδ`, δ´u is a root of order at least 3 of pα1,β´ ,
where α´, β´, and µ´ are defined in (5.8).
Proof. Let rnpα, βq denote the roots of pα,β defined as in (5.4). First assume that
µ “ 0, then pα1,β1piµq “ α1c “ 0, and c`dµ`µ2 ě 0. If α1 “ 0, then iµ is a double
root of pα1,β0 . If c “ 0 then for some n P t1, 2, 3, 4u it holds that rnpα, βq “ 0 for
all α P R and β P R. Since 0 is a critical point it follows that for some m ‰ n and
β1 P W pBq we have rmpα1, β1q “ 0. Hence 0 is a root of order two of pα1,β1 and
Proposition 5.7 then yields that β1 “ β0. Now assume that c`dµ`µ2 “ 0 for some
µ ‰ 0. Then pα1,β1piµq “ µ2β1 “ 0 implies β1 “ 0 and the assumption B ě 0 yields
β1 “ β0 “ 0. But then iµ is a root of pα,β1 for all α, and thus it follows that iµ is a
double root of pα1,β1 . In the remaining part of the proof we assume µ R t0, δ`, δ´u.
Suppose that the critical point iµ “ rnpα1, β1q is a simple root of pα1,β1 . Then
iµ “ rmprα, rβq, m ‰ n, for some rα ě α1 and rβ “ fprαq PW pBq, where
fpαq :“ ´pc` dµ` µ2q
ˆ
1` α
µ
˙
.
Moreover, fpαq P W pBq for all α P rα1, rαs, which implies that pα,fpαqpiµq “ 0 for
all α P rα1, rαs. Hence, there exists an 1 ą 0 such that rmpα1 ` , fpα1 ` qq “ iµ,
m ‰ n, for  P p0, 1q and continuity implies rmpα1, β1q “ iµ, which contradicts the
assumption that iµ is a simple root.
Suppose c ` dµ ` µ2 ă 0 and that iµ is a double root of pα1,β1 for β1 ă β1.
Then Lemma 5.7 implies that rnprα, β1q “ iµ for some rα ą α1. Due to continuity
of rnpα, β1q in α it follows that there is some interval J :“ pipµ´ q, ipµ` qq such
that J Ă Wrα1`γ,8qˆW pBqpT q for rα ´ α1 ą γ ą 0 small enough. Since iµ is a
critical point it follows that there is m ‰ n such that rmpα, β1q R J for m ‰ n and
α ą α1, but rmpα1, β1q “ iµ. Symmetry with respect to the imaginary axis and
continuity then yields that iµ is a root of pα1,β1 of order at least 3. Hence we have
a contradiction and conclude that β1 “ β1. A similar reasoning show that β1 “ β0
if iµ is a double root and c` dµ` µ2 ą 0.
Assume that iµ is a critical point and that iµ is a root of pα1,β1 of order at least 3,
then Lemma 5.8 implies that only two such cases can occur. Further, assume that
c` dµ` µ2 ă 0 (if c` dµ` µ2 ą 0 a similar proof can be used) and β1 “ β` ă β1,
α1 “ α`, µ “ µ` ‰ µ´.
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From [ET17a, Proposition 2.6] it follows that if ω P C satisfies the conditions
pαpωq :“ p2ω= ` dq|ω|4
d|ω|2 ` 2cω= PW pAq,
and
pβpωq :“ ´2ω= `p´ω2< ` ω2= ` dω= ` cq2 ` ω2<p2ω= ` dq2˘
d|ω|2 ` 2cω= PW pBq,
then ω P WΩpT q. A straight forward computation shows that iµ` is a minimum
of pα and pβ along the imaginary axis. This implies that if  ą 0 is chosen small
enough then pαpµ` ` q ą α` and pβpµ` ` q P pβ0, β1q. From continuity it then
follows that there are some constants 2 ą 0 and γ ą 0 such that the open ball
Bpipµ` ` q, 2q ĂWrα1`γ,8qˆW pBqpT q.
Since pαpiµ`q “ α`, pβpiµ`q “ β`, and  ą 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, it
follows that for some n P t1, 2, 3, 4u and γ ą 0 there exists a continuous function
g : rα`, α` ` γs Ñ rβ0, β1s such that gpα`q “ β`, and rnpα, gpαqq P CziR for
α P pα`, α` ` γs. Symmetry with respect to the imaginary axis then implies that
rnpα`, β`q “ rmpα`, β`q “ iµ` for some n ‰ m, where rm and rn for γ ą 0
small enough are in the same component of Wrα``γ,8qˆW pBqpT q. Further, β ă β1
implies that for , γ ą 0 small enough the interval J :“ pipµ` ´ q, ipµ` ` qq is
also in the same component of Wrα``γ,8qˆW pBqpT q. Since iµ` is a critical point
and the roots depend continuously on the parameters one of the roots rlpα, βq,
l P t1, 2, 3, 4uztm,nu has the properties rlpα, βq R J for all α ą α`, β PW pBq, and
rlpα`, β`q “ iµ`. Hence, continuity implies that rlpα, β1q P CziR for α “ α` ` 
with  ą 0 small enough. Symmetry with respect to the imaginary axis then implies
that iµ` is a quadruple root of pα`,β` . But then is iµ` “ iµ´, which contradicts
our initial assumption. The proof for the case when c ` dµ ` µ2 ą 0 is analogous
except that iµ is a local maximum of pβ, and the result has to be proven for β ą β0
instead of β ă β1. 
Lemma 5.10 narrows down the possible critical points to certain multiple roots
of the polynomial pα1,β .
Lemma 5.11. Assume that iµ for µ P R is a double root of the polynomial pα,β in
(5.3). Then α “ 0 or α is a root of the polynomial
(5.9) qpαq “
4ÿ
i“0
qiα
i,
where
q0 “ 4cpβ ` cq3p4pβ ` cq ´ d2q,
q1 “ 64pβ ´ cqcpβ ` cq2 ´ 4pβ3 ` 26β2c` 13βc2 ´ 12c3qd2 ` pβ2 ` 20βc´ 8c2qd4,
q2 “ 4p24c3 ´ 22c2d2 ` 8cd4 ´ d6 ` 3β2p8c´ d2q ` βp´16c2 ´ 13cd2 ` 5d4qq,
q3 “ 4pβp16c´ 3d2q ´ 2p8c2 ´ 6cd2 ` d4qq,
q4 “ 4p4c´ d2q.
Unless 4c ą d2{4 “ β the converse statement also holds. Moreover, if d2{4 “ β
then pc,β has the double roots
ω “ ˘
c
c´ d
2
16
´ id
4
.
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Proof. The ansatz that iµ is a double root of pα,β gives a system of equations in α
that can be written in the form (5.9). 
Lemma 5.12. Let q and β˘ be defined as in (5.9) and (5.8), respectively.
(i) If c ą d2{4, then q has two real roots that in the case β ě β´ correspond
to purely imaginary double roots of pα,β, and q has no real roots that cor-
respond to purely imaginary double roots of pα,β if 0 ď β ă β´.
(ii) If d2{16 ă c ă d2{4, then q has two real roots that correspond to purely
imaginary double roots of pα,β.
(iii) Assume c ď d2{16, if β` ď β ď β´ then q has four real roots, and if β ă β`
or β ą β´ then q has two roots.
Proof. The discriminant ∆q of (5.9) is
(5.10) ∆q “ ´2439d16p´4β ` d2q2pβ ´ β`q3pβ ´ β´q3,
where β˘ is defined as (5.8). If β “ d2{4 then α “ c is a double root but Lemma
5.11 shows that this root only corresponds to purely imaginary double roots of pα,β
if c ď d2{16.
(i) If β ą β´ then ∆q ă 0 and thus there are two real roots. For β “ 0 there is
no real solution and since ∆q ą 0 for β P r0, β´q the remaining statements follow
by continuity.
(ii) For β ‰ d2{4 then ∆q ă 0 and for β “ d2{4 the roots can be computed
explicitly.
(iii) For c “ 0 it holds that
β` “ 0 ă d
2
4
ă 8
27
d2 “ β´,
and since β˘ ‰ d2{4 for c ă d2{16 it follows by continuity that β` ď d2{4 ď β´,
with equality if and only if c “ d2{16. Hence ∆q ă 0 for β R rβ`, β´s, and we
conclude that there is two real roots. If β “ d2{4 the four real roots are
α “ c, α “ 32c
2 ´ 56cd2 ` 11d4 ˘ dp5d2 ´ 16cq 32
8p4c´ d2q ,
where α “ c is a double root. By continuity and that ∆q ą 0 for β P pβ`, β´qztd2{4u
we conclude that there are four real roots. 
We now present sufficient conditions for accumulation of eigenvalues to the poles
of T . The results are for the case d ă 2?c presented in Theorem 5.13, and for the
case d ą 2?c presented in Theorem 5.14.
Theorem 5.13. Let T denote the operator function (5.2). Assume that d ă 2?c
and let α´, β´ be the constants (5.8). Moreover, α1 is the largest real root of the
polynomial (5.9), with β “ β0 and α8 denotes any real number. Further assume
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that W pAq Ă pα1,8q, where α1 is given by:
(5.11)
α1
d2
4
PW pBq c
β0 ą d
2
4
0
β1 ă d
2
4
& β´ PW pBq α´
β1 ă d
2
4
& β0 ą β´ α1
β1 ă d
2
4
& β1 ă β´ α8
.
Then there is a branch of eigenvalues accumulating at δ˘ if and only if HK kerB
is infinite dimensional. Set H0 :“ kerpA´α1q´ 12BpA´α1q´ 12 and let H1 :“ HKH0
denote the Hilbert spaces with the inner products x¨, ¨yHi “ xVi¨, Vi¨y, where Vi
is defined in (2.1). Let tuju denote the set of eigenvectors and associated vectors
corresponding to the branch of accumulating eigenvalues of T . Then the set tV1˚ pA´
α1q 12uju is complete and minimal in H1.
Proof. Define Ω :“W pAqˆW pBq and let pα,β and WΩpT q be defined as in (5.3) and
in (5.5), respectively. We want to show that there is a simply connected bounded
open set pΓ˘ Ă C such that δ˘ P pΓ˘, δ¯ R pΓ˘, and BpΓ˘ XWΩpT q “ H.
If the lower bound on A is large enough, WΩpT q consists of four components,
where δ˘ is in one of the bounded components. Hence, pΓ˘ with the desired proper-
ties exists for some lower bound on W pAq. Now we want to show that this property
holds if α1 is given by (5.11).
Assume d2{4 P W pBq, then it follows from Lemma 5.6 that there is a critical
point that is not on the imaginary axis if and only if α1 “ c. Hence, if α0 ą c it
follows that α0 ą 0 and thus there are no solutions on the imaginary axis, which
together with Lemma 5.6 implies that WΩpT q consists of four disjoint components.
Assume that β0 ą d2{4, then Lemma 5.6 implies that there is no critical point
that is not on the imaginary axis. Hence, if α0 ą 0 there is no purely imaginary
solutions and thus WΩpT q consists of four disjoint components.
Assume that d2{4 ą β1, then it follows from [ET17a, Proposition 3.17] that the
components containing δ` and δ´ are disjoint from the rest of Wr0,8qˆW pBqpT q.
Hence, ω “ 0 is not a critical point for the components containing the poles and
thus α1 can be negative.
If β´ P W pBq, then Lemma 5.10 implies that there can be a critical point ω at
α´ and in that case ω is a double root of pα1,β0 . From Lemma 5.12 (i) it follows that,
pα1,β0 has no double roots if β0 ă β´. If β0 “ β´ then Lemma 5.11 implies that
if pα1,β0 has a double root then α
1 “ α´. Hence, if α0 ą α´ then the components
containing δ˘ are disjoint from the rest of WΩpT q.
If β0 ą β´, then Lemma 5.10 implies that any critical point must be a double
root of pα1,β0 . From Lemma 5.12 (i) it then follows that there are two such roots,
α1 and α2, where α1 ą α2. Hence, if α0 ą α1 then the components containing δ˘
are disjoint from the rest of WΩpT q.
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Figure 1. Examples of WΩpT q in red and blue, with c “ 19{4 and
d “ 4, where the dashed line separates a component from the rest
of WΩpT q. In (a) d2{4 P W pBq. In (b) β1 ă minpd2{4, β´q. In (c)
β1 ă d2{4 and β0 ą β´.
If β1 ă β´, Lemma 5.10 implies that any critical point must be a nonzero
double root of pα1,β0 , but it follows from Lemma 5.12 (i) that there are no such
roots. Hence, in this case any lower bound on A is sufficient.
We have now shown that for the lower bounds on A given by (5.11) the conditions
of Lemma 5.4 is satisfied. Hence, it follows that P˘ has a spectral root around 0.
From definition of (5.6) it can be seen that it has the form of (3.1) with k “ 1
and K “ 0. From Lemma 3.2 it then follows that the linear operator function C,
defined in the lemma, has the same spectrum as P˘ in Czt0u, where
Cpλq :“ λ` pIH1 `K1qH1,
H1 “ V0˚ pA´α1q´ 12BpA´α1q´ 12V0, and K1 is compact. From K “ 0, Lemma 3.6,
and Lemma 5.2 it follows that IH1 `K1 is invertible. The result then follows from
Theorem 3.9. 
Figure 1 depicts WΩpT q for cases where Theorem 5.13 can be used to prove
accumulation of complex eigenvalues. The dots denote δ˘ and the dashed curve in
each of the panels is the boundary of a bounded pΓ satisfying δ` P pΓ, δ´ R pΓ, and
BpΓXWΩpT q “ H.
Theorem 5.14. Let T denote the operator function (5.2) and assume that d ą 2?c.
Order the real roots α1, α2, . . . of (5.9) with β “ β1 decreasingly and let α˘ and
β˘ denote the constants in (5.8). Further assume that W pAq Ă pα1,8q, where α1
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is given by:
(5.12)
α1 for δ´ α1 for δ`
d2
16
ă c or β1 ă β` α1 α:1
d2
16
ě c & β` ď β1 ă d
2
4
α3 α2
d2
16
ě c & d
2
4
ď β1 ď β´ α2 α3
d2
16
ě c & β0 ď β´ ă β1 maxpα1, α´q α1
d2
16
ě c & β´ ă β0 α;1 α1
.
: If 0 PW pBq and β1 ă β` then α1 “ maxpα1, δ2`q.
; If β´ ă B and c “ 0 then α1 can be any real number less than α0.
Then there is a branch of eigenvalues accumulating at δ˘ if and only if HK kerB is
infinite dimensional. If c “ 0 then δ` is a removable singularity of T and thus there
is no accumulation to δ` in that case. Let H0 :“ kerpA ´ α1q´ 12BpA ´ α1q´ 12 and
H1 :“ HKH0 denote the Hilbert spaces with the inner products x¨, ¨yHi “ xVi¨, Vi¨y
where Vi is defined in (2.1). Let tuju denote the set of eigenvectors and associated
vectors corresponding to the branch of accumulating eigenvalues of T , then the set
tV1˚ pA´ α1q 12uju is complete and minimal in H1.
Proof. This proof follows the same pattern as the proof of Theorem 5.13: First we
show that for α1 given in (5.12), the components of WΩpT q containing δ` and δ´,
respectively, is disjoint from the rest of WΩpT q.
Since for A large enough there are four components and the components with
the poles are two disjoint subsets of iR, the critical points can be divided into
two groups: either the components containing the poles merge, or the unbounded
components merge with the component containing δ` or δ´. For the proof note
that α` ď α´ and β` ď β´.
Assume that B ą 0. For iµ P iRzir=δ´,=δ`s, close to δ` or δ´, it holds that
pα,βpiµq ą 0 for pα, βq P Ω. Hence, critical points on iR must belong to the purely
imaginary interval ip=δ´,=δ`q. Lemma 5.10, then states that iµ is either a root
of order at least 3 of pα1,β´ or a root of order at least 2 of pα1,β1 . Hence, α1, α2, . . .
and α´ are the only possible α1, where components containing the poles can merge.
If d2{16 ă c or B ă β`, then Lemma 5.8 implies that there is no triple root.
Hence, if α1 “ α1 then the components containing δ˘ are disjoint from the rest of
WΩpT q.
If β` ď β1 ď β´, then it follows from Corollary 5.12 that (5.9) has four real
roots for β “ β1. These roots are the only possible α1 and we show below which of
α1, α2, α3, α4 that corresponds to the merge. If d
2{16 “ c, then β` “ β´ “ d2{4,
α1 “ α2 “ α3 “ c and there is nothing to prove. Hence, assume d2{16 ą c. If
β1 “ d2{4 then it follows that α2 “ α3 “ c and
α1 “ c` 48cd
2 ´ 11d4 ` dp5d2 ´ 16cq 32
8pd2 ´ 4cq , α4 “ c`
48cd2 ´ 11d4 ´ dp5d2 ´ 16cq 32
8pd2 ´ 4cq .
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These are the values of α where pα,β1 has a double root. By straight forward
computations it can be seen that
=δ` ą µ2 ą µ1 ą µ3 ą =δ´ ą µ4,
where µi is the double root of pαi,β1 . Lemma 5.7 then yields that
iµ2, iµ3 RWrα1,8qˆW pBqpT q,
and thus the components containing the poles does not merge if α1 “ α1. Lemma 5.10
then yields that the merges with the components containing δ˘ are α1 “ α2 and
α1 “ α3. If β1 “ β` then α` is a double root of q and the corresponding triple
root of pα`,β1 is iµ`. By computing the remaining two roots of q it follows that
α` “ α1 “ α2 are the largest solutions. Further it can be seen that the correspond-
ing double roots iµ3 of pα3,β1 and iµ4 of pα4,β1 satisfies µ3, µ4 ă µ`. Hence, for
β1 “ β` the merge with δ` is for α1 “ α2 and the merge with δ´ is for α1 “ α3.
Similar reasoning for β1 “ β´ shows that the merge with δ´ is for α1 “ α2 and
the merge with δ` is for α1 “ α3. Hence, for some β1 P pβ`, β´q, the values
α1 “ α2 “ α3 give a merge for the component containing δ` and for the component
containing δ´. It then follows that q has a double root and thus from (5.10) we
obtain β1 “ d2{4.
If β´ P W pBq, α1 and α2 are the only two real solutions of (5.9). There are
two different cases: either α1 ě α´ or α1 ă α´. If α1 ě α´, then there is nothing
to show. However, if α1 ă α´ there will be a merge with α1 “ α´ at some point
on iR. Due to continuity and the result for β` ď β1 ď β´ the merge is with the
component containing δ´. Hence, in this case, for α1 “ α´ and for α1 “ α1, the
components containing δ´ respectively δ` are disjoint from the rest of WΩpT q.
If β´ ď B, then there is no triple root, and the result follows as in the case
B ă β`. Furthermore, if c “ 0 then zero is a removable singularity of T and thus
T pωq “ A´ ω2 ´ ω´id´ ωB, ω P Cztδ`, δ´u.
This reduced function has only one pole and thus no merge of components con-
taining poles. Hence, Lemma 5.12 (iii) implies that α1 “ α1 “ 0 cannot give a
critical point. Furthermore, ´d “ =δ´ is the minimal imaginary part of the com-
ponent containing δ´ and the double root of pα2,β is iµ2, where µ ă ´d. Thus for
α1 “ α2 there is no merge with the component containing δ´. Since there is no
other possible α1 it follows that W pAq bounded from below is a sufficient condition
on A.
Assume that 0 P W pBq and α1 ă 0. Then the only property that has to be
modified in the proof is that ir´=?α0,=?α0s Ă WΩpT q. Hence, δ` is connected
to the unbounded component if δ2` PW pAq and we must thus show that if d2{16 ě c
and β1 ě β` the tabular (5.12) implies that α0 ą δ2`.
Assume that β1 ą β´, then since β´ ą d2{4 it follows that q0 ą 0, q4 ă 0.
Moreover, q has two real roots and α1 ą 0. Now we consider the polynomial q as
a continuous function in β1 and observe what happens when we decrease β1. The
number of non-positive roots can only increase when q0 “ 0 and when the number
of real roots of q increases. The former happens when β1 “ d2{4 ´ c while due to
Lemma 5.12, the latter happens when β1 “ β´. However, for β1 “ β´, the double
root of q is α´ ą 0. Hence, there is at most one negative root of q for β1 ą d2{4´c.
Furthermore, since the root 0 of q is simple when β1 “ d2{4 ´ c, there is at most
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Figure 2. Examples of WΩpT q in red and blue, with c “ 9{10 and
d “ 4, where the dashed line separates a component from the rest
of WΩpT q. In (a) β1 ă β` and 0 P W pBq. In (b) d2{4 ď β1 ď β´.
In (c) β´ PW pBq.
two negative roots of q for β1 ď d2{4 ´ c. This implies that the lower bound on
W pAq for δ` given in (5.12) is positive if d2{16 ě c and β1 ě β` and thus α1 ą δ2`
in these cases.
The rest of the proof is now completely analogous to proof of Theorem 5.13,
with the exception that Lemma 5.3 is used instead of Lemma 5.2. The additional
condition that A ą δ2˘ in the case when kerB ‰ t0u is enforced by (5.12) for δ`
and a consequence of Lemma 5.7 for δ´. 
The condition α0 ą δ2` is not implied by α0 ą α1 in the case when β1 ă β`.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.(a), where α1 ă α0 ă δ2` and only the component
containing δ´ is disjoint. In Figure 2.(b), the conditions α3 ă α0 ă α2 are fulfilled,
which implies that the component containing δ` is disjoint. In Figure 2.(c), the
conditions α´ ă α1 ă α0 are fulfilled, which implies that both of the components
containing a pole are disjoint from the rest of WΩpT q. In each panel, the dots
denote δ˘ and each dashed curve is the boundary of a bounded set pΓ˘ satisfying
δ˘ P pΓ˘, δ¯ R pΓ˘, and BpΓ˘ XWΩpT q “ H. In Figure 2.(c) both pΓ` and pΓ´ are
visualized.
5.3. The case d “ 2?c. In this section we will present sufficient conditions on
T that assure that Theorem 3.10 is applicable, and thus prove the existence of an
infinite sequence of eigenvalue accumulating to δ˘ “ ´id{2. This is done similarly
as in the case when d ‰ 2?c.
Lemma 5.15. Assume that d “ 2?c and let pP denote the operator polynomial
(4.2). Define the polynomial P for the pole ´id{2 as in (4.3). Then
(5.13) P pλq :“
4ÿ
j“0
λjPj , λ P C,
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where H :“ ´d24 pA´ α1q´
1
2BpA´ α1q´ 12 and
(5.14)
P0 :“ H,
P1 :“ 4i
d
H,
P2 :“ I `
ˆ
α1 ` d
2
4
˙
pA´ α1q´1 ´ 4
d2
H,
P3 :“ idpA´ α1q´1,
P4 :“ ´pA´ α1q´1.
Proof. Follows directly from (4.3). 
Lemma 5.16. Assume d “ 2?c and let P be defined as (5.13). Set H0 :“ kerH
and define V0 as in (2.1). If α0 ą ´d2{4 then V0˚ P2V0 is invertible.
Proof. From (5.14) it follows that
V0˚ P2V0 “ IH0 `
ˆ
α1 ` d
2
4
˙
V0˚ pA´ α1q´1V0,
and the rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.17. Assume that d “ 2?c and let P denote the operator polynomial
(5.13). Define the operator polynomial
(5.15) rP pλq :“ H 1 ´ λidH 1 ` λ2 ˆI ´ ˆα1 ` d2
4
˙
H 1 ´ 4
d2
H
˙
` λ3 4i
d
H ` λ4H,
where H 1 :“ ´pA´ α1q´1. Then rP pλq “ λ4P pλ´1q, for λ P Czt0u and
σp rP q “ t0u Y tλ´1 : λ P σpP qzt0uu, W p rP q “ t0u Y tλ´1 : λ PW pP qzt0uu.
Proof. The claims follow directly from (5.13) and (5.15). 
Lemma 5.18. Let T be defined as in (5.2), set Ω :“W pAqˆW pBq and let WΩpT q
denote the enclosure (5.5). Assume that d “ 2?c and that there is an open discpΓ Ă C such that ´id{2 P pΓ and BpΓ˘XWΩpT q “ H. Then there are spectral divisors
of order 2 of the operator polynomials (5.13) and (5.15) on some open disks Γ and
Γ1, respectively, with 0 P Γ and 0 P Γ1.
Proof. For (5.13) the claim is a consequence of Lemma 4.5 and the propertyWΩpT q Ą
W pT q. From Lemma 5.17, a similar argument holds for (5.15) with Γ1 :“ t0uYtλ´1 :
λ P CzΓu. 
In Theorem 5.19, we present sufficient conditions for accumulation of eigenvalues
to the pole of T in the case d “ 2?c.
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Theorem 5.19. Let T denote the operator function (5.2) and take c “ d2{4.
Further assume that W pAq Ă pα1,8q, where α1 is given by:
(5.16)
α1
d2
4
PW pBq d
2
4
β0 ą d
2
4
´512β
2
0 ´ 120β0d2 ` 3d4 ` 4p64β0 ´ 7d2q
a
4β20 ´ β0d2
16d2
β1 ă d
2
4
´
´
d`ad2 ´ 4β1¯2
16
¨˚
˝β0
´
d`ad2 ´ 4β1¯2
β21
` 1‹˛‚
.
Then there is a branch of eigenvalues accumulating at ´id{2 if and only if HK kerB
is infinite dimensional. If HK kerB is finite dimensional there are 2 dimHK kerB
eigenvalues in the branch of eigenvalues. Furthermore, there is a branch of accu-
mulating eigenvalues to complex 8.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem 5.13 and of Theorem 5.14.
However, to be able to utilize Lemma 5.18, pΓ has to be a disk. Assume that
d2
4 PW pBq and let pΓ denote the discpΓ :“ "ω P C : ˇˇˇˇω ` id
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ă d
2
*
.
Assume ω P WΩpT q X BpΓ, where WΩpT q is defined in (5.5). From (5.16) it follows
that α0 ą 0, which implies ω R iR. Then [ET17a, Proposition 2.6] yields that
(5.17)
d2
4
PW pBq, ´4
ˆ
=ω ` d
2
˙
=ω PW pAq
for ω P WΩpT q X BpΓ. However, since ´4 p=ω ` d{2q=ω ď d2{4, by assumption we
have ω PWΩpT q X BpΓ “ H.
Assume d
2
4 ă B and definepΓr :“ "ω P C : ˇˇˇˇω ´ iˆr ´ d
2
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ă r
*
.
If ω PWΩpT qziRX BpΓ d
2
, then [ET17a, Proposition 2.6] implies
d2
4
PW pAq, ´4
ˆ
=ω ` d
2
˙
=ω PW pBq,
and since ´4p=ω ` d{2q=ω ď d2{4 by assumption we conclude that WΩpT qziR X
BpΓ d
2
“ H.
The point 0 P pΓ d
2
is a double root of p0,β for all β P W pBq and ˘id{2 is not
a root of pα,β for α ě 0. Hence if rpα, βq for some pair pα, βq, α ě 0 is a root
of pα,β in pΓ d
2
. Then rpα, βq P pΓ d
2
for all pα, βq and the root will approach the
pole ´id{2 as α Ñ 8. Since exactly two roots of pα,β approach ´id{2 as α Ñ 8
there cannot exist points in WΩpT qzpΓ d
2
arbitrarily close to ´id{2. Moreover, since
WΩpT q is a closed set in Czt´id{2u this yields that there must be some smallest
r ą d{2 such that WΩpT qziR X BpΓr ‰ H holds. Define Ω1 “ R ˆW pBq, then the
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boundary of WΩ1pT qziR is WRˆβ0pT qziRYWRˆβ1pT qziR. The boundary is smooth
since it is given by the roots of pα,β0 and of pα,β1 and these polynomials do not
have double roots in CziR for α P R. This means that for the minimum r ą d{2
such that WΩpT qziR X BpΓr ‰ H it must hold that BpΓr tangents WRˆβ0pT qziR or
WRˆβ1pT qziR. The ansatz that for some r0, the disc pΓr0 and WRˆβ0pT q have the
same tangent in WRˆβ0pT qziRX BpΓr0 then implies
(5.18) r0 “ 2β0 `
a
4β20 ´ β0d2
d
,
which is the smallest value such that WΩ1pT qziR X BpΓr0 ‰ H. Since WΩpT qziR Ă
WΩ1pT qziR it follows trivially that for r ă r0 we have that WΩpT qziRX BpΓr “ H.
In the nest step we consider the points on the imaginary axis:
pΓr0 X iR “ "´id2 , iy0
*
, y0 :“ 4β0 ` 2
a
4β20 ´ β0d2
d
´ d
2
.
From the condition α0 ą α1 given by (5.16) it follows that iy0 RWΩpT q. Since there
are no points in WΩpT qzpΓ d
2
arbitrarily close to ´id{2 it follows that there are no
points in WΩpT qzpΓr0 arbitrarily close to ´id{2. Hence, from the closeness of WΩpT q
in Czt´id{2u, there exist some 1 ą 0 such that WΩpT qziR X BpΓr0´ “ ´id{2 for
all 21 ě  ą 0. For 0 ă 2 ď 1 it follows that WΩpT qziR X BpΓr0´1´2 “ ´id{2.
Thus if we choose 2 ą 0 small enough and define the disc aspΓ :“ "ω P C : ˇˇˇˇω ´ iˆr0 ´ d
2
´ 1 ´ 22
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ă r0 ´ 1
*
,
then pΓXWΩpT q “ H.
Assume that B ă d2{4 and take ω P CziR that satisfies
(5.19) µ :“ ´d´
a
d2 ´ 4β1
4
ă ω= ă ´d`
a
d2 ´ 4β1
4
.
Then straight forward computations show that ω RWΩpT q. From the definition of
pα,β the point iµ is in WΩpT q if and only if
´
´
d`ad2 ´ 4β1¯2
16
¨˚
˝β
´
d`ad2 ´ 4β1¯2
β21
` 1‹˛‚PW pAq,
for some β P W pBq. Hence, if W pAq satisfies the lower bound in (5.16), then
iµ R WΩpT q. Further, since WΩpT q is a closed set in Czt´id{2u and there are no
ω P WΩpT qziR that satisfy (5.19), there exists an  ą 0 such that ω R WΩpT q for
all ω that satisfies µ ă ω= ă µ ` . Furthermore, the component of WΩpT q with
imaginary part below µ` {2 is bounded. Hence, ´id{2 P pΓ and WΩpT qX BpΓ “ H,
for pΓ :“ !ω P C : ˇˇˇω ` i´µ` 
2
` r
¯ˇˇˇ
ă r
)
with r ą 0 large enough.
Hence, if α1 is given by the tabular (5.16) we can always find an open disc pΓ
such that ´id{2 P pΓ and WΩpT q X BpΓ “ H. Lemma 5.18 then implies that P has
a spectral divisor of order 2 on Γ with 0 P Γ. From (5.14) it can be seen that P
has the form of (3.1) with k “ 2, K “ 0, and kerP1 “ kerH. Lemma 3.2 then
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Figure 3. Examples of WΩpT q in red and blue, with c “ d2{4 “ 4,
where the dashed circle separates a component from the rest of
WΩpT q. In (a) d2{4 PW pBq. In (b) β0 ą d2{4. In (c) β1 ă d2{4.
yields that the operator polynomial C has the same spectrum as P in Czt0u, and
the structure
Cpλq :“ λ2 ` C1λ` pIH1 `K1qH1,
where H1 “ V0˚ pA´α1q´ 12BpA´α1q´ 12V0, K1, and C1 are compact. If kerB ‰ t0u
then α0 ą ´d2{4 follows from (5.16). Hence, K “ 0, Lemma 3.6, and Lemma 5.16
yields that IH1 `K1 is invertible. The claim then follows from Theorem 3.10.
Lemma 5.17 and Lemma 5.18 implies that there is a branch of accumulating
eigenvalues to 8 of T if and only if there is a branch of accumulating eigenvalues
to 0 of (5.15). Since (5.15) has the structure of (3.1) with k “ 2 and kerH 1 “ t0u
the result follows by the same arguments as for the accumulation to ´id{2. 
In the case d2{4 R W pBq the lower bound given in (5.16) is the smallest value
such that a circle pΓ that separate the component exists. For a smaller α0 the
components might still be disjoint but there will be no circle separating them.
Figure 3 illustrate cases where we can show the existence of a spectral divisor of
order two. The dashed line in Figure 3.(c) is the boundary of the disc pΓ containing
the component with the pole.
Remark 5.20. Since we know that the sequence of accumulating eigenvalues is
located in WΩpT q, properties on the angle of the accumulation and similar results
can be seen from the behavior of the set WΩpT q close to the pole. These properties
of WΩpT q are illustrated in Figure 1, Figure 2, and in Figure 3.
Remark 5.21. Sufficient conditions on α1 for accumulation of eigenvalues to complex
8 can also be found in the case d ‰ 2?c. However, in the transformed problem
8 is mapped to a double root while the poles are simple. Hence, the sufficient
conditions on α1 in Theorem 5.13 and in Theorem 5.14, will in general not be
related to accumulation of eigenvalues to 8.
6. Application to absorptive photonic crystals
In this section, we consider a rational operator function with applications in
modelling propagation of electromagnetic waves in periodic structures, such as ab-
sorptive photonic crystals and metamaterials [TMC00, SEK`05, Eng10, CMM12].
The time-evolution is governed by Maxwell’s equations with time-dependent coeffi-
cients. Using the Fourier-Laplace transform, we then obtain the stationary Maxwell
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equations, where the non-magnetic material properties are characterized by a space
x and frequency ω dependent permittivity function  [Ces96].
The problem studied in this section is a generalization of [ELT17], where a
selfadjoint operator function was studied. Here, we apply the theory developed in
the previous sections to a non-selfadjoint rational operator function with periodic
permittivity . This enables us to consider multi-pole Lorentz models of  in full
generality [Ces96] and we study an unbounded operator function that is used to
determine Bloch solutions [Kuc93, Chapter 3.1].
Let Γ denote the lattice Zn and Ω :“ p0, 1sn the unit cell of the lattice Γ.
In most applications the function  is piecewise constant in x P Ω and we let
Ω “ Ω1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ΩM , M P N, denote a partitioning of Ω “ p0, 1sn. Let χΩm denote
the characteristic function of the subset Ωm Ă p0, 1sn and define for given am ą 0
the operator
W : L2pTnq Ñ L2pTnq, W :“
Mÿ
m“1
amχΩm .
The material properties are then characterized by the multi-pole Lorentz model
ω2p¨, ωq : L2pTnq Ñ L2pTnq,
(6.1) ω2p¨, ωq :“ ´Wω2 ´
xMÿ
m“1
Lmÿ
`“1
ω2bm,`
cm,` ´ idm,`ω ´ ω2χΩmp¨q, ω P C,
with xM P t1, 2, . . . ,Mu, bm,` ą 0, cm,` ě 0, dm,` ě 0, and C denotes the set of all
ω P C that are not poles of (6.1). The case when dm,` “ 0 for all m and n was
studied in [ELT17].
The dual lattice to Γ is Γ˚ :“ 2piZ2 and we define the Brillouin zone of the dual
lattice Γ˚ as the set K :“ p´pi, pisn. For fixed k P K “ p´pi, pisn the shifted Laplace
operator ∆k : L
2pTnq Ñ L2pTnq is defined as
(6.2) ´∆k :“
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
i
B
Bxj ´ kj
˙2
, dom ∆k “ H2pTnq
and we consider spectral properties of pTkpωq : L2pTnq Ñ L2pTnq,
(6.3) pTkpωq :“ ´∆k ´ ω2p¨, ωq, k P K “ p´pi, pisn, ω P C,
where dom pTkpωq “ H2pT2q for all ω P C. This function has after scaling with W
the form (4.1) and we define therefore the operator Tkpωq : L2pTnq Ñ L2pTnq by
(6.4) Tkpωq :“W´ 12 pTkpωqW´ 12 “ Ak ´ ω2 ´ xMÿ
m“1
Lmÿ
`“1
ω2
cm,` ´ idm,`ω ´ ω2Bm,`,
where
(6.5) Ak :“ ´W´ 12 ∆kW´ 12, Bm,` :“ bm,`
am
χΩm
and the domain of Tk is
domTk “ domAk “W 12H2pT2q.
The operator ∆k has a compact resolvent and σp´∆kq “ t|2pij ` k|n : j P Znu,
[Kuc93, p. 161-164]. Hence Ak is selfadjoint with discrete spectrum and Bm,` is a
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Figure 4. Visualization of accumulation of eigenvalues for Tk,
when xM “ 1, L1 “ 1, k “ p?3pi{2, pi{2q, W “ IH, b1,1 “ 50,
c1,1 “ 9, d1,1 “ 2, and n “ 2. The boundary of WΩpTkq is given by
the solid lines, the circles are numerically computed eigenvalues,
and the dots are the poles ˘?8´ i.
bounded selfadjoint operator. Moreover, we have the estimates
Ak ě |k|
n
maxtamu , 0 ď Bm,` ď
bm,`
am
and it is clear that it exists a real α0 such that pAk ´α0q´1 P SppL2pTnqq for some
p ą 1.
The operator function Tk is of the form (5.1) and Theorem 4.8 implies that for Ak
sufficiently large there exists a branch of eigenvalues accumulating at 8. Moreover,
Theorem 4.6 implies that there are branches of complex eigenvalues that accumulate
to each of the poles, provided that Ak is sufficiently large. In particular if xM “ 1
and L1 “ 1 then Theorem 5.13, Theorem 5.14 or Theorem 5.19 (depending on the
case) can be used to find a sufficient lower bound on Ak. These propositions also
state sufficient conditions for completeness and minimality of the set of eigenvectors
and associated vectors corresponding to a branch of eigenvalues accumulating at
one of the poles.
In Figure 4 we present an example where xM “ 1, L1 “ 1, k “ p?3pi{2, pi{2q, W “
IH, b1,1 “ 50, c1,1 “ 9, d1,1 “ 2, and n “ 2. Consequently, W pAkq “ rpi2,8q and
W pB1,1q “ r0, 50s. Since the parameters fulfill the conditions d21,1{4 PW pB1,1q and
c1,1 ă W pAkq, Theorem 5.13 implies that branches of complex eigenvalues exists
that accumulate to the poles of Tk. Figure 4 also depicts numerically computed
eigenvalues, where the method presented in [EKE12] was used.
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